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Years of work culminate in publication
By Jordan Watson
Life is often fill of surprises, and
it was certainly a surprise for Dr.
Basma Ibrahim DeVries, Assistant
Professor of Communication
Studies, when she was approached
with the opportunity to co-author
a book on communication styles.
Three years since beginning their
writing, the surprise still remains,
but has become reality for herself
and co-authors Dianne Hofner
Saphiere, Founder of international
trading firm, Nipporica Associates
LLC, and Dr. Barbara Kappler
Mikk, Assistant Director of
International Student and Scholar
Services at the University of
Minnesota.
Five years ago DeVries and
Mikk presented the topic of
communication styles at an
international conference for
researchers and intercultural

trainers.' At this conference
DeVries and Mikk were
approached by many people,
including a publisher from the
Intercultural Press, with the offer
to write a book on the subject.
DeVries and Mikk were later
joined by their colleague Dianne
Hofner Saphiere and Marko Fields,
Resident Artist at Concordia. With
Fields providing the illustrations
for the book, the three then began
the long process of writing their
book Communication Highwire:
Leveraging the Power of Diverse
Communication Styles.
As explained by DeVries,
the process of writing a book
is exciting, tiring and a great
learning experience: "This was
the first book any of us had ever
written. We all had to learn how
to manage the project and mesh
our writing styles."
Aside from lack of experience

Close cuisine:
A look at Bread and Chocolate
By Emily Marcus
Located at the intersection of
Victoria and Grand Ave, a mere
ten-minute bike ride from campus,
is Bread and Chocolate, just one
of many unique eateries in the
CSP area. The bakery/coffee
shop is situated across the street
from Pottery Barn and adjacent to
Chipotle.
On a typical day, one can enter the
comfortable, buzzing atmosphere
of Bread and Chocolate and find a
diverse setting of people including
college students, business lunch
associates and senior citizens.
Bread and Chocolate,
according to the Grand Avenue
Business Association Website,
is "a neighborhood bakery
specializing in freshly baked
brownies, cookies and muffins."
Broad selections of deli and
specialty sandwiches made fresh
to order at the sandwich bar are
available cold or toasted, as are
vegetarian options, which may
include a hummus or cheese and
mushroom spread. Breakfast is
an option with more sandwiches,

including warm ham and cheese
variations and an assortment of
bakery creations.
According to Concordia student
Haidee Kuehne, "The filled
croissants are amazing!"
On the wall of Bread and
Chocolate hangs a plaque from
The Best of the Twin Cities, an
award earned for "Best Brownie."
Along with many specialty food
items, the establishment offers
coffee, hot chocolate and a wide
variety of espresso drinks.
Pricing is reasonable, with
sandwiches ranging between
four to seven dollars. Customers
have the option *eating in,
dining outdoors sidewalk style
or taking their meal to go. Bread
and Chocolate is open Monday
through Friday 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday from 7
a.m. to 6 p.m.
With all that the establishment
has to offer at close campus
proximity, Aaron Cawthorn
declares, "What can I say? Bread
and Chocolate - it's the perfect
world!"

Photo By: Elizabeth Wehr
Customers line up for pastries, sandwiches and coffee drinks at Bread and
Chocolate, located at the intersection of Grand Avenue and Victoria Avenue.

in book writing, proximity proved
to be another challenge. "Most
of the work was done virtually,"
Devries said. "It was done so
collaboratively that we all had
our hands on each chapter at least
five times; it's hard to tell who
wrote what. It was amazing that
we could get this done when we
only met in perSon four times."
Communication Highwire
focuses on how the various
styles of communication affect
our everyday lives. As stated in
the book, communication styles
are defined as the way in which
we communicate a pattern of
verbal and nonverbal behaviors
that compromises our preferred
ways of giving and receiving
information in a specific
situation.
DeVries states that the writing
of this subject matter is readily
needed in her field.
"The topic of communication
styles has only been generalized
by professional writers. There
are so many resources on valuing
and appreciating diversity, but so
little on how to interact diversely.
We wanted to give people more
language, more ways to learn
and more ways to understand
communication styles and how
they effect their interactions," she

said.
The hope is that with
knowledge of various
communication styles
people can better avoid
miscommunication.
In some instances,
DeVries states that
knowledge of this
enhances
topic
an
appreciation
of
diversity
by
helping "people
manage and leverage
communication style
so everyone can be
authentic without
giving up their own
background." As for
the target audience,
DeVries states that
they "wrote the book
for international
trainers, so they
can better themselves [and] for
educators at every level so they
can learn how to work with the
various communication styles
present in their classrooms:"
However, she believes even
more strongly that this book is
important to anyone interested in
the subject because "we can even
apply this book at home."
DeVries is enthusiastic about
the publication. "The book has
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recently become available at the
Concordia bookstore, and I've
even seen it at Barnes and Noble.
It's exciting to have a published
book!"
She also explains the rewards
of writing. "We all learned so
much about writing books and
the process of publication. I had
no idea how much time, money
and resources I would spend on
this book. The most rewarding
part was the challenge."

Girls join talents to form band
coordinator.
play as a part of the festivities at
The band's first gig was at the Knollapalooza,"We didn't let that
Devin Gallison, Tonia Simeone, Coffee House, a CAB hosted get us down" Hargens said.
Lindsay Hargens and Bethany event. This event also doubled
Determined to not let anything
Tweeten don't always have the as their tryout for the much get in the way of their passion for
same interests, and may not anticipated Battle of the Bands, music, they are currently in the
even be music majors, but this a competition where a local process of producing a CD and
foursome has united themselves Concordia band is chosen by booking more stage time at local
through music to create the folk their peers to play on the main spots in the Twin Cities.
•stage at Kollapalooza. The band
band Paisley's Green.
After graduation, all the band
For over a year, the four have won over the judges with its toe- members will continue to play in
been known to get together and tapping rhythm.
the band while pursuing careers
At coronation Paisley's Green in their field of study. In the
play a tune in a dorm room or
on the Knoll. With Gallison as came in second to another meantime, Concordia students can
main guitarist, Simeone on the Concordia band, Tritone, lead by look for Paisley's Green around
fiddle, Hargens as lead vocals Adam Beise. Although Paisley's campus or at local bookings.
and Tweeten on guitar, the group Green will not perform on the
formally got together over the main stage, they are still happy to
summer summer when Gallison
didn't want to put off forming a
band any longer.
It took more time for them to
choose a name then it did to form
the band. The group describes
themselves as "playful" and
"down to earth." They chose the
name Paisley's Green because
they all like the playful and
artistic paisley fabric design and
the earthy color green.
Despite classes and other
obligations, the band finds
time to practice several times a
week; a necessity as well as an
enjoyment. With all the members
living on campus, they have the
opportunity to "band jam" on
a moment's notice, a vital part
in keeping the creative juices
flowing and a method true to the
spirit of traditional folk music.
Photo by Sydnee Bickett
"We want to follow in the folk
tradition. We don't want our In the early days of the school year, Devin Gallison and Bethany Tweeten
combine their talents during a Paisley's Green performance. The band also
music to be forced. It is laid back includes the vocal stylings of Lindsay Hargens andTonia Simeone's skills on
and fun" said Gallison, the band's the fiddle.
By Rachel Felderman

